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a b s t r a c t
A parallel adaptive wavelet collocation method for solving a large class of Partial
Differential Equations is presented. The parallelization is achieved by developing an
asynchronous parallel wavelet transform, which allows one to perform parallel wavelet
transform and derivative calculations with only one data synchronization at the highest
level of resolution. The data are stored using tree-like structure with tree roots starting
at a priori deﬁned level of resolution. Both static and dynamic domain partitioning
approaches are developed. For the dynamic domain partitioning, trees are considered to
be the minimum quanta of data to be migrated between the processes. This allows fully
automated and eﬃcient handling of non-simply connected partitioning of a computational
domain. Dynamic load balancing is achieved via domain repartitioning during the grid
adaptation step and reassigning trees to the appropriate processes to ensure approximately
the same number of grid points on each process. The parallel eﬃciency of the approach
is discussed based on parallel adaptive wavelet-based Coherent Vortex Simulations of
homogeneous turbulence with linear forcing at effective non-adaptive resolutions up to
20483 using as many as 2048 CPU cores.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The quest for highly scalable adaptive numerical methods is still ongoing despite more than three decades of extraordinary developments in supercomputing. Many attractive mathematical properties of the wavelet multi-resolution analysis
such as compression, denoising, and multi-scale decomposition have made it a very promising tool in the challenging search
for robust and computationally eﬃcient multi-scale computational approach for modeling and simulation. Adaptive Wavelet
Collocation Method (AWCM) is such a technique, which has been developed and thoroughly investigated for parabolic [1,2],
hyperbolic [3], and elliptic [4] partial differential equations. It was successfully applied to a wide spectrum of problems
including incompressible [5], compressible subsonic [6] and supersonic [3] ﬂows, wavelet-based Adaptive Large Eddy Simulation [7–13], thermoacoustic wave propagation [14], Rayleigh–Taylor instability [15], ocean modeling [16], combustion [17],
ﬂuid–structure interactions [18,19], viscoelastic and poro-viscoelastic ﬂows [20–22].
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Adaptive Wavelet Collocation Method [1–4] is based on the “second generation wavelets” [23,24]. In AWCM, the partial
differential equations are solved in physical space on an adaptive nested (dyadic) computational grid. This prevents the
major diﬃculties associated with adaptive wavelet Galerkin methods: challenging treatment of nonlinearities and general
boundary conditions. The evaluation of the nonlinear terms in adaptive wavelet collocation methods is performed in a
physical domain similar to pseudo-spectral methods. The grid adaptation in wavelet collocation methods is done similarly
to other wavelet-based methods and is based on analyzing the wavelet coeﬃcients. Despite enormous compression achieved
by wavelets, e.g. 99%, very large-scale simulations cannot yet ﬁt onto a single process and require highly scalable parallel
algorithms.
Despite almost 30 year history of wavelets since their introduction by Grossmann and Morlet [25] and wide use in
science and engineering, very little attention was paid to parallel adaptive wavelet methodologies. Until recently, most
of the efforts were put into the development of parallelization strategies for non-adaptive wavelet algorithms, e.g., a
communication-free parallel discrete wavelet transform [26], a communication eﬃcient fast wavelet transform without distributed matrix transpose [27], a distributed parallel biorthogonal lifted wavelet transform [28], a parallel wavelet transform
for distributed and shared memory architectures [29], and parallel GPU based discrete wavelet transforms [30–33]. The
only noticeable attempts to develop parallel adaptive wavelet-based methods are multi-block adaptive wavelet method by
Rossinelli et al. [34] and Adaptive Wavelet Multiresolution Representation (AWMR) method by Paolucci et al. [35], with the
latter published while the manuscript was under review. Thus, the main objective of this paper is to present the extension
of the AWCM [1–4] for massively parallel computers.1
The paper is organized as follows. The one- and multi-dimensional second generation wavelet transforms are reviewed
thoroughly in Section 2. The challenges associated with the parallelization of the update-stage of the second generation
wavelet transform are explained in Section 3, and a parallel asynchronous second generation wavelet transform is then
introduced. The robust tree structure database utilized in this study is discussed in Section 4. The grid adaptation strategy based on wavelet-thresholding is reviewed in Section 5, where the concepts of reconstruction-check, safety/adjacent
zone along with signiﬁcant/adjacent masks are introduced. The ﬁnite difference based derivative algorithm for the adaptive
wavelet collocation method and the use of ghost points are discussed in Section 6. After a short discussion of data migration in Section 7, the four different static and dynamic domain partitioning methods utilized in this study are explained in
Section 8. The algorithm of the resulting parallel adaptive wavelet collocation method (PAWCM), based on the aforementioned components, is illustrated in Section 9. This versatile general parallel dynamically adaptive PDE solver is then used to
perform a comprehensive strong-scalability study of the PAWCM for the velocity-based Coherent Vortex Simulations (CVS)
of linearly forced homogeneous turbulence, Section 10. The challenges associated with the buffer zone size, the speedup
slope and saturation are analyzed in detail and the numerical results are compared with an asymptotic parallel eﬃciency,
which is derived. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 11.
2. Wavelet transform
In this section we brieﬂy discuss the key aspects of the second generation wavelet construction, which are essential for understanding of the Parallel Adaptive Wavelet Collocation method. For more details we refer the reader to
Refs. [1,2,4,23,24].
The one-dimensional second generation wavelets are constructed on an interval  with arbitrary distribution of grid
j
(collocation) points. The construction is performed on an arbitrary set of interpolating points, {xk ∈ }, which are used to
form a set of nested grids



j
j
j +1
G j = xk ∈  : xk = x2k , k ∈ K j ,

(1)

j

where xk are the grid points of the j level of resolution.
j

j +1

The restriction xk = x2k

guarantees the nestedness of the grids, i.e. G j ⊂ G j +1 . Following the construction of second
j

j

generation wavelets described in [23,24], one-dimensional scaling functions φk (x) (k ∈ K j ) and wavelets ψl (x) (l ∈ L j ) are
constructed such that a function u (x) can be decomposed as

u (x) =


k∈K0

ck0 φk0 (x) +

+∞ 


j

j

dl ψl (x),

(2)

j =0 l∈L j

where K j and L j are some index sets associated respectively with scaling functions and wavelets on level j. One may think
of a wavelet decomposition as a multilevel or multiresolution representation of a function, where each level of resolution
j
j (except the coarsest one) consists of wavelets ψl having the same scale but located at different positions. Note that
scaling function coeﬃcients represent smoothed version of the function at the current scale, while the wavelet coeﬃcients
represent the details of the function between the current scale and the next ﬁnest scale. An important property and strength
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of the wavelet transform is that wavelet coeﬃcients can be obtained using a recursive application of a single level wavelet
j +1
j
transform. Assuming that the scaling function coeﬃcients ck
at level j + 1 are known, the wavelet coeﬃcients dl and
j

scaling function coeﬃcients ck at level j can be found using the following two-stage second generation wavelet transform

Predict Stage:

j
dk
j

=

1



j +1
c 2k+1

2

j +1

Update Stage: ck = c 2k +

−





j
j +1
w k,l c 2k+2l

(3)

,

l



j
j

w k,l dk+l .

(4)

l

The corresponding one-dimensional inverse second generation wavelet transform is given by
j +1

j

Inverse Update Stage: c 2k = ck −


l

j +1

j

Inverse Predict Stage: c 2k+1 = 2dk +

j
j

w k,l dk+l ,



j

(5)

j +1

w k,l c 2k+2l ,

(6)

l
j

j

where w k,l and 
w k,l are coeﬃcients associated with two stages of wavelet transform. Note, that the coloring of terms in
Eqs. (4) and (5) is relevant to parallel implementation of the algorithm and is discussed in Section 3.
The ﬁrst stage of forward transform is called a predict stage, since the wavelet coeﬃcients are calculated by predicting
the function value using the interpolated points on the next coarser level. The predict stage of the forward 1D second
j
generation wavelet transform is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The ck -values that get carried down to the next lower level of
resolution are then updated using the wavelet coeﬃcients that were calculated during the predict stage. The update stage,
Fig. 1(b), guarantees that the wavelet interpolating functions have zero mean. In fact, the interpolating wavelets of order
N when using the update stage have N vanishing moments. For the inverse wavelet transform, the order of operations is
reversed and the inverse wavelet transform is performed from low to high levels of resolution as opposed to from high to
low for the forward wavelet transform.
The block diagram for one step wavelet transform is shown in Fig. 2, where S and S −1 denote respectively the delay and
advance operators, i.e. Sf k = f k−1 and S −1 f k = f k+1 , (↓ 2) denotes the downsampling (decimation) operator which removes
odd-numbered components from the signal, while U j and P j denote respectively lifting and dual lifting operators ( P stands
for predict and U stands for update).
j

j

j



The second generation scaling function φm can be formally deﬁned by setting ck = δk,m ∀k ∈ K j and dl = 0 ∀l ∈ L j ,
≥ j, and then recursively performing the inverse wavelet transform up to an arbitrary high level of resolution J max . This
j
J
j
procedure results in a scaling function φm sampled at the locations xk max . Analogously, second generation wavelet ψl can

∀ j

j

be formally deﬁned by assuming dm = δ j  , j δl,m ∀l ∈ L j , ∀ j  ≥ j and ck = 0 ∀k ∈ K j , and then recursively performing the
inverse wavelet transform up to an arbitrary highest level of resolution J max . Now using the linear superposition it is easy
to show that on each level of resolution J a function u (x) can be approximated as

u J (x) =



ck0 φk0 (x) +

J −1



j

j

j

dl ψl (x).

(7)

j =0 l∈L j

k∈K0

The described wavelet construction can be easily extended to multiple dimensions using tensor product construction,
e.g., the three-dimensional wavelets are given by

μ, j

ψi ,k,l (x) =

⎧ j
j
j
⎪
ψi (x1 ) φk (x2 ) φl (x3 ) μ = 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
j
j
j
⎪
⎪
ψi (x1 ) φk (x2 ) ψl (x3 ) μ = 2
⎪
⎪
⎪
j
j
j
⎪
⎪
⎨ ψi (x1 ) ψk (x2 ) φl (x3 ) μ = 3
j

j

j

φi (x1 ) φk (x2 ) ψl (x3 )
⎪
⎪
j
j
j
⎪
⎪
⎪ φi (x1 ) ψk (x2 ) φl (x3 )
⎪
⎪
j
j
⎪
⎪ φi (x1 ) ψk (x2 ) ψl j (x3 )
⎪
⎪
⎩ j
j
j
ψi (x1 ) ψk (x2 ) ψl (x3 )

μ=5
μ=6
μ=4
μ=7
j

(8)

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

with three-dimensional scaling function φi ,k,l (x) = φi (x1 ) φk (x2 ) φl (x3 ), where ψi (x1 ), ψk (x2 ), ψl (x3 ), φi (x1 ), φk (x2 ),
j
φl (x3 ) correspond to arbitrary one-dimensional wavelets and scaling functions and x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ).
The n-dimensional tensor product second generation wavelets [2,24] are constructed analogously on a set of nested grids



j
G j = xk ∈  : k ∈ K j ,

(9)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of predict and update stages of the forward wavelet transform. (a) Predict stage dependency; (b) Update stage dependency; (c) Predict
stages at levels j + 1 and j; (d) Update stage at levels j and j − 1. Figure is partially contributed by Scott Reckinger [37].

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the second generation wavelet transform. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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j

where K j is some index set associated with scaling functions of level j, k = (k1 , . . . , kn ), and the grid points xk =

j
j
(x1,k1 , . . . , xn,kn )

are formed by a tensor product of one-dimensional nested grids [2]. Since each individual set of onej +1

j

dimensional grids is nested (xm,k = xm,2k , m = 1, . . . , n) the resulting set of n-dimensional grids is also nested, i.e.
l
l
G j ⊂ G j+1 . The main difference for multi-dimensional wavelet construction is that in n dimensions there are 2n − 1
distinctive wavelet families. In addition one step of forward wavelet transform consists of the sequential application of
one-dimensional wavelet transform starting from x1 direction, while the one step of inverse wavelet transform consists of
the sequential application of one-dimensional inverse wavelet transform in reverse order starting from xn direction.
Similarly to one-dimensional case, a function u (x) can be decomposed as

u (x) =



j =0

k∈K0
j

+∞ 2
−1 

n

c k0 φk0 (x) +

μ, j

where φk (x) (k ∈ K j ) and ψl

μ, j

dl

μ, j

ψl

(x),

(10)

μ=1 l∈Lμ, j

(x) (l ∈ Lμ, j ) are respectively n-dimensional tensor product scaling functions and wavelets

of different families, Lμ, j is some index set associated with wavelets of family

μ and level j.

3. Asynchronous parallel second-generation wavelet transform
Due to odd–even decoupling of update and predict stages of second generation wavelet transform, the non-adaptive
wavelet transform is intrinsically parallel algorithm. A number of the implementations for discrete wavelet transform for
both shared memory computers and GPU have been developed and discussed [30,31,33,38–40]. The parallel implementation
of non-adaptive wavelet transform for parallel computers with distributed architectures have been developed as well, e.g.,
[26–29]. Comparing the parallel eﬃciency of different implementations of parallel non-adaptive discrete wavelet transform
algorithms, it was identiﬁed that parallel algorithms based on Lifting Scheme (LS) are more eﬃcient than parallel discrete
wavelet transform implementations based on Filter Bank (FB) approach, while FB schemes outperform LS algorithms for
GPU implementations.
The situation drastically changes for adaptive wavelet transform discussed in Section 5. The main challenge is the load
balancing for highly inhomogeneous problems with spatially non-uniform distribution of grid points at each level of resolution, since the algorithms developed for non-adaptive wavelet transform fail, mainly because the parallel non-adaptive
algorithms require synchronization of each stage of wavelet transform on each level of resolution, which is very impractical
from either data locality or load balancing standpoint. Thus, the eﬃcient parallel adaptive wavelet transform necessitates
the development of asynchronous wavelet transform, where the data are communicated only once at the beginning of the
wavelet transform.
As explained in the previous section and illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the update stage at each level of resolution for both
forward and inverse wavelet-transform necessitates the inclusion of grid points at the higher level of resolution. In order
to predict wavelet coeﬃcients at these added points at the higher level of resolution more points on the lower level of
resolution need to be included. Figs. 1(c)–(d) show a series of predict, update, and corresponding required extra stages on
an adaptive grid to complete forward wavelet transform. Fig. 1(c) is the schematics of predict stages at levels j + 1 and
j separately, while the update stages at levels j and j − 1 are shown by Fig. 1(d). The sequence illustrated by these four
diagrams starts with predicting a point on level j + 1 belonging to a target process (process red), Fig. 1(c). This predict
stage requires four points at level j with one of them belonging to the immediate neighboring process on the right (process
blue). Besides, one of the three required points from process red itself belongs to the lower level j − 1.2 Since j − 1 is the
lowest level of resolution in this illustration, this point (marked green) needs to be updated as shown in the right diagram of
Fig. 1(c). As a result, in order to predict one point on level j + 1 from process red, four points from process blue are required.
This procedure becomes extremely complicated for the update stage as demonstrated in Fig. 1(d), which shows that
“two extra predict stages at level j + 1 on process blue” are required for “updating four points at level j on process red”.
By descending the level of resolution, the number of extra stages required for update grows fast: for updating three points
at level j − 1 on process red, two extra predict as well as four extra update steps are necessary at level j. This recursive
nature rapidly thickens the set of points required to perform one predict-update sequence.
For problems of arbitrary dimension (greater than one), the wavelet transform is performed by transforming each dimension independently. As the levels of resolution are descended (or ascended in the inverse wavelet transform) in one
dimension, the transform is completed over the entire domain at that level of resolution. In order to completely and accuj
rately perform the update stage of the wavelet transform (obtaining the correct ck -values at each level of resolution), the
points must be synchronized across subdomain boundaries. The points lying outside of the boundaries of each process are
buffer zones added for proper interpolation. These points, which are required to be synchronized, are shown in Figs. 1(c)–(d)
by the blue and green markers. As seen in this illustration, the entire set of blue and green points must be communicated
to process red in order to perform one complete forward wavelet transform (including both predict and update stages) on
an adaptive grid with only one point at the highest level of resolution.

2

On these diagrams, at each level of resolution, points belonging to the level itself and all levels below are shown.
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Fig. 3. Possible links from a tree root node for n = 2 dimensions. Each level goes to 2n − 1 nodes of the next level + itself: totally 2n . Tree-root is marked
by ﬁlled black circle. Black links show the ﬁrst hierarchy ( j = J root + 1). Blue ( j = J root + 2) and green ( j = J root + 3) links show the second and third
hierarchical links respectively. The right and top edges belong to the neighboring trees. (a) Empty tree, j = J root ; (b) All possible links to completely ﬁll
level j = J root + 1; (c) All possible links to completely ﬁll level j = J root + 2; (d) All possible links to completely ﬁll a tree with J root = J max − 3: a full
non-adaptive grid; (e) Only links required for the illustrated adaptive grid of a tree with J root = J max − 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Therefore, for asynchronous wavelet transform, i.e. with only one synchronization of the buffer-zone, the wavelet coefﬁcients at the lower level of resolution in the buffer-zone need to be calculated, necessitating the inclusion of grid points
at higher level of resolution required for the update stage, which results in synchronization of the entire domain on all
processes to complete the update stage. This is impractical because neighboring points on different levels of resolution
could end up being on different processes, which drastically complicates the logic of the parallel algorithm plus loses the
eﬃciency. Thus, asynchronous wavelet transform with update stage is impractical for parallel implementation, alternatively,
one can perform synchronization at every level of resolution after each update stage and/or predict stage depending on
the algorithm as well as for every dimension. Note that the more synchronization stages are implemented, the smaller the
size of the buffer zone, where wavelet coeﬃcients need to be synchronized. Therefore, for an n-dimensional problem with
J max levels of resolution, (2)n J max communication stages are required to simply perform one forward wavelet transform,
where 2 is put in parenthesis depending if synchronization is done for both predict and update stages or just once after
update. The inverse wavelet transform requires the same amount of stages resulting in doubling synchronization stages for
one time-step while using the AWCM. It is expected that the cost of so much communication could be a bottleneck, not
mentioning the diﬃculties of load balancing at each level of resolution.
Five different parallel extensions have been investigated with the idea that the performance of these different methods
would shed light on how to modify the wavelet transform so that its parallel implementation is fully optimized. These
extensions include synchronization at each update and predict stages, only at predict stages, as well as modifying wavelet
transform so that the wavelets close to the inter-process boundaries do not need to be updated, and ﬁnally, skipping the
update stage in the entire domain.
It was found that the most eﬃcient solution is to skip the update stage over the entire computational domain. This
allows the development of an asynchronous wavelet-transform, i.e. synchronizing the data in the buffer-zone only at the
beginning of the transform and performing wavelet transform inside and in the buffer-zone. The ability to perform the
wavelet transform in the buffer-zone is guaranteed by the reconstruction check procedure discussed in Section 5. In addition,
due to the lack of the update stage, the computational time is also cut down since the algorithm takes half as many steps.
Note that the omission of the update stage does not change the convergence properties of adaptive wavelet transform
(see Refs. [1,2]), since the order of polynomial interpolation and accuracy of the method is controlled by the predict stage
only. The main drawback of not including update stage of wavelet transform is the loss of zero-mean properties of the
interpolating wavelet.
To easily/visually address the difference between the serial and the no-update algorithm, the parts that are not carried
out in the parallel algorithm are colored blue (gray in print version) in Equations (3)–(6). In the block diagram of the 1D
one-step second generation wavelet transform (Fig. 2) also, the part that is not carried out in the parallel algorithm is colored
blue (gray in print version).
4. Data structure
A dynamic, arbitrary dimension tree structure database is used in the algorithm presented in this paper: binary in 1D,
quad-tree in 2D, and octree in 3D, Fig. 3. This tree data structure has been implemented for wavelet coeﬃcient storage
and retrieval. Trees are organized as forward link-list with a deterministic path determined by the global non-adaptive
coordinates starting from the root of the tree. Roots of the tree are speciﬁed on a given resolution and trees can be empty.
For parallel implementation, the trees are the smallest quanta of data (block of data) for the data migration. In other words,
each individual tree cannot be broken between processes and only entire blocks of data belonging to the same trees can be
moved between processes during domain repartitioning stage.
In order to decrease the number of cache-misses during tree traverse, nodes of each two levels are stored together,
starting from the ﬁnest level of resolution. To summarize:
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1. Nodes are arranged by levels (to simplify access during wavelet transforms) and in a cache friendly manner (to speed
up the access),
2. In a tree of dimension n, a node of level j has 2n − 1 links to the nodes of higher level j + 1,
3. Each node of level j is also considered as a node of level j + 1, j + 2, · · · , J max .
For indirect data access based on coordinates, the length of the path to a data point at a level J root + j is j. The cost of
data access to all points at a level J root + j is (2n − 1)2( j −1)n Ŋroot ( j + 1), where Ŋroot is the number of points on the tree
root level, J root , i.e. Ŋroot = M2 J root −1 . The base grid size of M = [m1 . . . , mn ] and tree root level of J root are user deﬁned
input parameters. In the limit when j is large, it can be seen that for non-adaptive case Ŋ ∼
= Ŋroot 2 jn , which implies that
1
Ŋ
j∼
log
.
Therefore,
the
overall
cost
of
indirect
data
access
to
the
tree
is
O
(Ŋ
log
Ŋ)
.
=n
2 Ŋroot
In addition, for faster access, the pointers to the data are stored in an orthogonal list based on wavelet family, location relative to the rectangular computational domain (internal, face, edge, corner), level of resolution, level of derivative
calculation. This makes the cost of direct access to the data O (Ŋ).
Trees and the corresponding data are orthogonally distributed among processes; however, in order to facilitate the
wavelet-transform and the derivative calculations, each process has an identical matrix of tree-roots that are marked by
the process-rank where the actual data are stored on. Note that since the choice of the tree-root level affects the size of the
tree-root matrix, the length of the tree traversing path, the number of trees and their size for data migration, the optimal
value of J root is problem dependent and can be chosen to optimize the computational performance.
All the trees that belong to process itself hereafter are called internal-zone trees and their corresponding points are
called internal-zone points. All the trees that do not belong to the process itself hereafter are called buffer-zone trees and
the points belonging to these buffer-zone trees are called buffer-zone points. To distinguish these points, it is convenient
to deﬁne, for each process p ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1}, a mask M p ,r , r ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1}, that consists of points on process p that
belong to process r, i.e. the set M p , p consists of internal-zone points of the process p and the sets M p ,r = p are the
masks of buffer zone points on the process p. It should be noted that the buffer-zone points are always a subset of the
points on the corresponding process, i.e. M p ,r ⊂ Mr ,r , and consist of the points that are necessary for the asynchronous
wavelet-transform that is discussed in Section 3. Each process should have at least one tree with the possibility of some of
them being empty. Each tree-root also has descriptor indicating to which process it belongs.
5. Grid adaptation
The major strength of wavelet decomposition (10) is the ability to compress functions. For functions that contain isolated
small scales on a large-scale background (i.e. intermittent functions), most wavelet coeﬃcients are small. Thus, a good
approximation can be retained even after discarding a large number of wavelets with small coeﬃcients. Intuitively, the
μ, j

μ, j

coeﬃcient dl
is small unless the u (x) has variation on the scale of j in the immediate vicinity of wavelet ψl (x). More
precisely, if we rewrite (10) as the sum of two terms composed of wavelets whose amplitudes are respectively above and
below some prescribed non-dimensional (relative) threshold parameter,  ,

u (x) = u ≥ (x) + u < (x),

(11)

where

u ≥ (x) =

+∞ 2
−1

n



c k0 φk0 (x) +

j =0

k∈K0



μ=1

|dl
+∞ 2
−1

n

u < (x) =

j =0

μ=1



μ, j

dl

μ, j

dl

μ, j

ψl

(x),

(12)

l∈Lμ, j
μ, j

μ, j

ψl

|≥ u

(x),

(13)

l∈Lμ, j
μ, j

|dl

|< u

· is the norm that provides the (absolute) dimensional scaling for the ﬁltered variable u, then, following Donoho [41], it
can be shown that for a suﬃciently smooth function u (x)
u (x) − u ≥ (x)

2

≤ C  u (x) ,

(14)

with C of order unity, which can be utilized to actively control the accuracy of the approximation.
Grid adaptation occurs naturally in wavelet methods, e.g. [42,43]. To illustrate the algorithm, let us consider a function
u (x), deﬁned on a closed n-dimensional rectangular domain . Relation (14) provides the framework for representing a
function with signiﬁcantly fewer degrees of freedom, while still retaining a good approximation. However, in order to realize
all the beneﬁts of the wavelet compression, a function u ≥ (x) needs to be reconstructable from the subset of ŊS signiﬁcant
j

grid points, hereafter denoted by mask M S . We recall that every scaling function φk (x), k ∈ K j , is uniquely associated with
j

μ, j

a grid point xk , while each wavelet ψl

(x), l ∈ Lμ, j is uniquely associated with a corresponding collocation point. Once the
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Fig. 4. Ancestry points at the coarser level j (marked
μ, j

dl

,

) and ﬁner level j + 1 (marked

j +1

) where c k

are needed for calculation of the wavelet coeﬃcient

μ = 1, 3 (marked ) for two-dimensional fourth-order (N = 4) wavelet transform.

wavelet decomposition is performed, each grid point is uniquely associated either with the wavelet or the scaling function
at the coarsest level of resolution. Consequently, the collocation point should be omitted from the computational grid if the
associated wavelet is omitted from the approximation. Note that for the stability of the reconstruction algorithm all the grid
points associated with the scaling function at the coarsest level of resolution need to be kept, and, thus, are included in
mask M S .
For the asynchronous parallel wavelet transform discussed in Sections 3, following the notation for internal-zone and
buffer-zone points, M p ,r , introduced in Section 4, the set M Sp , p will denote all the signiﬁcant grid points on the process
p ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1}. Note that all the sets of signiﬁcant buffer-zone points are empty, i.e., M Sp ,r = p ≡ ∅. Also note that

MS ≡

p ∈{0,···,np −1}

M Sp, p .

When solving evolution or elliptic problems one should add an additional criterion for grid adaptation, which ensures
that the wavelet basis or computational mesh is suﬃcient to approximate the solution throughout the time integration
step for an evolution problem or at the next iteration in the elliptic case. In particular, as suggested by Liandrat and
Tchamitchian [42], the computational grid should consist of grid points associated with wavelets whose coeﬃcients are or
can possibly become signiﬁcant during the period of time or iteration when the grid remains unchanged. In actual implementation the adjacent zone includes neighboring wavelets at the same, one above (children), and one below (ancestors)
levels of resolution. In other words, at any instant in time or iteration, the computational grid should include points associated with wavelets belonging to an adjacent zone of signiﬁcant wavelets M S . For convenience of the discussion the
combined set of signiﬁcant and adjacent points is denoted by mask M S + A . Note that the set M S ⊂ M S + A .
For parallel wavelet transform one needs to introduce the combined set of signiﬁcant and adjacent points for each
S+A
S
A
process p, M Sp+
,r . Note that in contrast to the signiﬁcant buffer-zone set M p ,r = p , which is empty, the set M p ,r = p is
not empty and consists of buffer-zone points of process p that include wavelets on process r belonging to an adjacent
A
S+A
A
S+A
S+A
zone of signiﬁcant internal-zone wavelets M Sp+
≡
M Sp+
for any
, p . Also note that M
, p and M p ,r ⊂ Mr ,r
p ∈{0,···,np −1}
p , r ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1}.
In order to be able to perform wavelet transforms on an adaptive grid, an additional step, hereafter called reconstruction
step procedure, needs to be performed to ensure that all ancestry grid points required for the recursive computation of the
μ, j

wavelet coeﬃcients dl belonging to the set M S + A are also available. Due to the recursive nature of the wavelet transform,
the points added as a result of reconstruction step procedure are also included into the combined signiﬁcant and adjacent
set M S + A . To illustrate the reconstruction step procedure, let us consider one step of n-dimensional wavelet transform. As
discussed earlier, the n-dimensional wavelet transform consists of the sequential application of n one-dimensional wavelet
transforms in xi , i = 1, . . . , n, directions. Hence, in order to ﬁnd the ancestry grid points necessary for the calculation of the
μ, j

μ, j

wavelet coeﬃcient dl , we start with the collocation point associated with dl
and recursively, i = n, . . . , 1, add points
that are needed to perform one step of the one-dimensional wavelet transform in the xi direction at the locations that
are added to perform the one-dimensional wavelet transforms in xl , l = i + 1, . . . , n, directions. At the end of this recursive
μ, j

procedure, we will have a minimal set of grid points that are necessary for calculation of wavelet coeﬃcient dl
provided
that wavelet coeﬃcients at other locations are either zero or negligible (below an a priori prescribed threshold). Fig. 4
μ, j

illustrates the minimal set of grid points in two dimensions that are necessary for calculation of wavelet coeﬃcient dl
belonging to three different families of wavelets, i.e. μ = 1, 3. The perfect reconstruction check procedure guarantees that
all wavelet coeﬃcients obtained by performing the wavelet transform on the adapted grid are the same as those found by
performing the wavelet transform of u ≥ (x) on the complete grid.
In order to be able to perform asynchronous parallel wavelet transform, all the data at the ancestry points for the
A
wavelet-transform at the internal-zone points M Sp+
, p of the process p ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1} are required, including points that

A
are stored on different processes. The reconstruction check procedure on M Sp+
, p is performed on each process, as it is a
S+A
serial algorithm, to construct the set of buffer-zone M p ,r = p . After the reconstruction procedure, the data at the buffer-zone
A
points M Sp+
,r = p need to be synchronized among processes to ensure that all ancestry and adjacent buffer-zone points are
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S+A
A
Fig. 5. Parallel Wavelet Transform. Green: one process (M Sp+
, p ), Red: nodes used in communication (to be synchronized, M p ,r = p ), Blue: rest of processes,

i.e.,
q= p

A
MqS,+q A − M Sp+
,r = p . (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A
A
Algorithm 1 Reconstruction Check Procedure (RCP) for the parallel wavelet transform: M Sp+
−−→ M Sp+
,p −
,r .
RCP

for ∀ p = 0 : 1 : np − 1
A
set M Sp+
,r = p = ∅ at j = J max
for all levels j = J max − 1 : −1 : 1
A
extend mask M Sp+
,r to include the ancestry points at level j
end
end

A
S+A
S+A
S+A
communicated to the internal-zone points M Sp+
, p , which ensures that M p ,r ⊂ Mr ,r . Once sets M p ,r are synchronized,

S+A
A
the wavelet-transform on each process can be performed as a regular serial algorithm. These masks, M Sp+
, p and M p ,r = p , are
S+A
illustrated in Fig. 5, where they are shown as a subset of an entire mesh
M p, p . Note that for some process r,
A
p ∈{0,···,np −1}
M Sp+
could
be
an
empty
set.
,r = p

The pseudocode for the parallel perfect reconstruction check procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. At the end of this
A
procedure the masks M Sp+
,r are constructed. These masks can be used to construct for each process p ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1} a





set of nested adaptive computational grids

j
G p≥

=

j
xk

∈:k∈K

j

j
, xk

∈

r ∈{0,···,np −1}

A
M Sp+
,r

j +1

j

such that G p ≥ ⊂ G p ≥ for any
j

j < J max − 1, where J max is the ﬁnest level of resolution present in the approximation (12). Note that grids G p ≥ are local
on each process.
6. Calculation of derivatives on the adapted grid
The differentiation procedure for obtaining derivatives of a function from its values at collocation points is based on the
μ, j

interpolating properties of second generation wavelets. It is recalled that wavelet coeﬃcients dl
measure the difference
between the approximation of the function at the j + 1 level of resolution and its representation at the j level of resolution.
j

μ, j

Thus, if there are no points in the immediate vicinity of a grid point xk , i.e. |dm | <  for all the neighboring points, and
points

j +1
x(2k ±1,...,2k ±1)
1
d

j +1

j

j

are not present in G≥ , then there exists some neighborhood of xk , k , where the actual function
j

is well approximated by a wavelet interpolant based on c m (m ∈ K j ), i.e.





 j j


u (x) −
 ≤ C̃  u ,
c
φ
(
x
)
m m




j
m∈K

j

x ∈ k .

(15)
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Fig. 6. Illustration of Zones and Masks (includes nodes required for wavelet transform and derivatives) in parallel. Red: wavelet above the threshold (M0S,+0 A ), Orange: nearest neighbors to capture evolving solution (reconstruction masks M0S,+0 A and M0S,+1 A ), Violet: nodes required for derivatives
(Ghost masks M0G,0 and M0G,1 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
j

Let us denote by D p a collection of such points at each level of resolution for each process p ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1}. In other
words

j
Dp

A
is the subset of the mask M Sp+
, p where the differentiation is taken at level j, i.e.



j
j
j
A
D p = xk ∈  : xk ∈ M pS +
, p , differentiation taken at level j .
j

Note that D p is an orthogonal set,

J
max
j =1
j

(16)

A
D p = M Sp+
, p . The differentiation of the interpolant (15) results in the value of
j

the derivative of the function at the xk location. Rewriting this interpolant as local Lagrange polynomial of order N, i.e.
j

the same order as the wavelet, differentiating the polynomial, and evaluating it at xk location would result in local ﬁnite
difference operator that uses the neighboring points of the interpolant on level j with some of these points, hereafter called
A
S + A +G
ghost points, not being present in the union mask
M Sp+
, r ∈ {0, · · · , np − 1} are sets of points used
,r . If M p ,r
r ∈{0,···,np −1}

for calculation of the derivatives at internal-zone points of process p, then in order to evaluate ﬁnite difference operators
deﬁned by local interpolants one would need to interpolate the function to the ghost points deﬁned by the combined mask
A +G
M pS +
. The pseudocode for the evaluation of derivatives at all grid points is given in Algorithm 2. At the end
,r

r ∈{0,···,np −1}

of this procedure, the derivatives of the function at all grid points are found. The computational cost of calculating spatial
derivatives is roughly the same as the cost of forward and inverse wavelet transforms. For the details on the accuracy of
this differentiation procedure, the readers are referred to [1,2].
Algorithm 2 Calculation of derivatives on the adapted grid.
for ∀ p = 0 : 1 : np − 1
A
perform forward wavelet transform for each component of um
on M Sp+
,r
k
for all levels j = 1 : 1 : J max − 1
A +G
perform one step of inverse wavelet transform for level j on M pS +
,r
j

ﬁnd derivatives at grid points that belong to D p
end
end

The internal- and buffer-zone masks for signiﬁcant, adjacent and ghost points are illustrated in Fig. 6, where red-points
are M0S,+0 A ; all the orange-points on the green-background belong to mask M0S,+0 A , while all the orange-points on the bluebackground belong to the set M0S,+1 A ; all the violet-points on the green-background are M0G,0 , while all the violet-points on
the blue-background represent M0G,1 .
7. Data migration
A
The mask of points M Sp+
,r = p for either transform or derivative-calculation are constructed separately and then communicated by means of either all-to-all or one-to-one communication techniques.

8. Domain partitioning and dynamic load balancing
Several partitioning approaches with different user controls are implemented, Fig. 7. More advanced Zoltan [44–49] library based partitions provide nearly optimal load balancing, thanks to the asynchronous wavelet transform resulting in
linear dependence of computational cost on the number of grid points per process. A summary of the approaches is as
follows: For the geometric prime-number partitioning, all spatial directions of the domain are dissected based on primenumber factorization of tree-roots assuming nearly equal distribution of grid points among trees. The major deﬁciency of
this approach is its static nature and poor load balancing for a non-uniform wavelet distribution. For the geometric sequen√
tial partitioning, the domain is subdivided by planes normal to an axis on rounded to the nearest integer n np sub-domains,
where n is the problem dimension and np is the total number of processes. The available np processes are distributed
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Fig. 7. Domain partitionings: (a) geometric prime-number, (b) geometric sequential, (c) Zoltan geometric, (d) Zoltan hypergraph.

Fig. 8. Coherent Vortex Simulation of linearly forced incompressible homogeneous turbulence at Reλ = 320 using PAWCM at effective non-adaptive resolution of Nmax = 20483 : (a) volume rendered vorticity magnitude, (b) the adaptive computational mesh colored by the level of resolution with compression
ratio N /Nmax = 2.1 × 10−4 , (c) domain partitioning for Dynamic Load Balancing using Zoltan hypergraph repartitioning for 192 processes.

among these sub-domain according to the number of active wavelets inside each of the sub-domains. This recursion step
is repeated n times to get the ﬁnal partitioning. The load balancing might not quite be optimal, though it may be more
usable for uni-directional wavelet distributions across the domain. For signiﬁcantly non-uniform wavelet distribution, the
domain is partitioned using Zoltan partitioning library [44–49] by Sandia National Laboratories. Zoltan geometric (Recursive
Coordinate Bisection) (Fig. 7(c)) and Zoltan hypergraph (Fig. 7(d)) parallel partitioning algorithms were used. In both cases,
the Zoltan library is supplied with the matrix of computational weights based on the number of grid points in each tree
and the communication weights based on the number of grid points on the interface between neighboring trees.
Dynamic load balancing (DLB) is implemented via domain repartitioning during the grid adaptation step and reassigning tree data structure nodes to the appropriate processes. The user provides an imbalance tolerance vector to trigger the
repartitioning if necessary. Depending on the imbalance of wavelet distribution, a different kind of repartitioning is performed. Highly imbalanced data are partitioned without considering initial decomposition, moderately imbalanced data are
repartitioned while trying to stay close to the current decomposition, and nearly balanced data are reﬁned by small changes
only. Figs. 8 and 9 present three dimensional examples of domain partitioning for PAWCM and corresponding ﬂow ﬁelds
with adaptive computational meshes for Coherent Vortex Simulation [50,51] of linearly forced homogeneous turbulence
at effective non-adaptive resolution of Nmax = 20483 as well as adaptive wavelet-based Direct Numerical Simulation of
compressible ﬂow past sphere at Re = 1000 and Ma = 0.7 at effective non-adaptive resolution of 3713 × 2305 × 2305.
9. Parallel AWCM
Algorithm 3 illustrates major components of both serial and parallel AWCM. In Algorithm 3, the operations that are only
A
carried out in the parallel algorithm are colored in blue (gray in print version). The operator −→ is the adjacent (safety) zone
A
inclusion that extends the signiﬁcant mask on each rank M Sp , p to its corresponding signiﬁcant + adjacent mask M Sp+
,r ,
RCP

which may belong to any rank r = 0, · · · , np − 1. Similarly, the operator −
−−→ is the reconstruction check procedure on
A
S+A
M Sp+
, p to extend it to M p ,r .
10. Scalability studies
All parallel scalability studies were performed on the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory’s Spirit SGI ICE X system. Each
node consists of a 16-core Intel Xeon E5 Sandy Bridge processor with 32 GB RAM, and the cluster utilizes an FDR 14x
Inﬁniband interconnect. For all results, a single process is run on each processor core. All results presented in this section
have been obtained using a linearized Crank–Nicolson time integration method (for details see Ref. [19]). The sustained
parallel performance of the code was assessed for 40 time integration/grid adaptation cycles.
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Fig. 9. Adaptive Wavelet-based Direct Numerical Simulation of compressible ﬂow past sphere at Re = 1000 and Ma = 0.7 using PAWCM with characteristicbased volume penalization [52] at effective non-adaptive resolution of 3713 × 2305 × 2305: (a) main vortical structures in the near wake identiﬁed by
the iso-surfaces of Q = 0.25 colored by the magnitude of vorticity, (b) a slice of wavelet collocation points at higher levels of resolution (4 ≤ j ≤ 8) superimposed by iso-surfaces of main vortical structures, (c) domain partitioning for Dynamic Load Balancing using Zoltan hypergraph repartitioning for 200
processes superimposed by iso-surfaces of main vortical structures. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Strong scalability studies for PAWCM have been performed for velocity-based Coherent Vortex Simulations (CVS) [50,
51] of linearly forced incompressible homogeneous turbulence [53,54] at Taylor micro-scale Reynolds number of Reλ =
320. The simulations with constant wavelet threshold  = 0.1 were performed on dynamically adaptive computational grid
corresponding to effective non-adaptive resolution of 20483 . The coeﬃcient C f = 6.6̄ for turbulent forcing was used. The
time interval is chosen to be smaller than eddy turnover time to ensure that the number of localized vortical structures
remain unchanged and the variation of the total number of grid points is small. For the details of the problem formulation
and the description of the model parameters, the reader is referred to Ref. [55]. An example of the turbulent ﬂow ﬁeld,
the corresponding adaptive computational mesh and domain partitioning are given in Fig. 8. Strong scalability studies were
performed for both geometric prime-number and dynamic Zoltan hypergraph partitionings. Due to high spatial intermittency
of turbulent ﬂows, the geometric prime-number partitioning was very imbalanced and is not reported in this paper. The
parallel speedup results are shown in Fig. 10 for dynamic Zoltan hypergraph partitioning for both all-to-all and one-to-one
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Algorithm 3 Parallel Adaptive Wavelet Collocation Method (PAWCM).
for ∀ p = 0 : 1 : np − 1
m
and G≥
initial guess (m = 0): um
k
end
⎧

while m = 0 or

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩


m  1 and


m−1
m
m−1
G≥
= G≥
or um
k − uk



⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬


∞

> δ

or



only for Elliptic problem

A
request M pS +
,r = p for migration
perform forward wavelet transform for each component of um
k
for ∀ p = 0 : 1 : np − 1
for all levels j = J max : −1 : 1

μ, j

create a mask M Sp , p for |dl

[tm < t end ]







only for
time evolution
problem

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

|≥

end
A
M Sp , p −A→ M pS +
,r , r = 0, · · · , np − 1
A
S+A
synchronize mask: M Sp+
,r = p send to r process: Mr ,r =

np −1

p =0

A
M pS +
,r

A
A
perform the reconstruction check procedure: M pS +
−−→ M pS +
,p −
,r
RCP

J
max
j =1

j
Dp

A
S + A +G
A
S + A +G
add ghost mask: M pS +
. M Sp ,r ⊂ M Sp+
, p −−−−−→ M p ,r
,r ⊂ M p ,r
end
if imbalanced
domain-repartitioning and migration of trees
A
S
clean M pS +
,r = p = ∅ and M p ,r = p = ∅

A
A
perform the reconstruction check procedure: M pS +
−−→ M pS +
,p −
,r
end if
for ∀ p = 0 : 1 : np − 1
m+1
construct G≥
m+1
m
if G≥ = G≥
m+1
interpolate um
to G≥
k
end if
end
Either
Solve the Elliptic problem (using Local Multilevel Elliptic Solver)
or
Advance in Time (using Krylov/RK Time-Integration)
m=m+1
RCP

end

Fig. 10. Parallel Speedup for PAWCM of CVS at Reλ = 320 on dynamically adaptive computational grid at effective resolution of 20483 using dynamic Zoltan
hypergraph partitioning with both all-to-all and one-to-one communication methods. Green marker: All-to-all communication. Red marker: One-to-one
communication. The base simulation with 128 CPU cores is assumed to perform with the ideal linear speedup. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

communication methods. The results demonstrate the linear scalability up to 512 processes with subsequent noticeable slow
down for higher number of processes. Multiple mechanisms could contribute to such slow down, with the most signiﬁcant
being large load imbalance among processes, interprocess communication, and increase of computational cost due to use of
buffer-zones in the asynchronous wavelet transform.
In order to assess the effect of interprocess communication on the parallel eﬃciency of the method, two different mechanisms are implemented: all-to-all and one-to-one MPI communications. It is well known that for all-to-all communication
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cost increases signiﬁcantly with the increase of the buffer size and total number of ranks. The fact that the parallel speedup
curves for both all-to-all and one-to-one communication mechanisms are almost identical indicates that the deterioration
in the performance of the solver compared to the ideal linear speedup cannot be solely attributed to the communication
problems, at least for the number of processes studied.
The next possible mechanism responsible for the deterioration of parallel scalability is the load imbalance, which can be
understood by studying the distribution of the grid points among processes, namely the mean, the minimum and maximum
bounds, the standard deviation, and the standard deviation bound of the number of active wavelets, ŊSAI , ŊSAB , and ŊSAT ,
where the subscript SA stands for signiﬁcant and adjacent points, while subscripts I, B, T respectively denote internal,
buffer-zone, and total (internal and buffer zone) points. The statistical data for Ŋ SAI and ŊSAT grid points, averaged between
processes and over 40 time steps, are given in Fig. 11.
All four measures for internal-zone points, ŊSAI , are decreasing with the increase in number of processes, while the
relative load imbalance measured by the ratio max(ŊSAI )/ŊSAI  does not change much with the increase of the number of
processes. It should be noted, that the relatively constant load imbalance demonstrates that load balancing procedure works
and the relative load imbalance actively controlled by the imbalance tolerance discussed in Section 8, which was kept at
for all scalability studies. Thus, there is an additional mechanism of deterioration of parallel scalability. As mentioned in
Section 5, the requirement of having an asynchronous wavelet transform results in additional operations for signiﬁcant and
adjacent buffer-zone points, effectively increasing the cost of wavelet transform. When the asynchronous wavelet
transform


is performed, the cumulative computational cost scales as the total number of SA points, np ŊSAT  = np ŊSAI  + ŊSAB  ,
where operator · denotes averaging across all processes. In the serial case, there is no buffer-zone wavelets, thus, the
∼
cost of wavelet transform scales as ŊSAI
= np ŊSAI . For well balanced partitioning, the parallel eﬃciency of the wavelet
serial





transform can be deﬁned as the ratio of total number of serial and parallel points, ŊSAI
/ np ŊSAT  = ŊSAI /ŊSAT . In
serial
actual calculation, the process with the maximum number ŊSAT points determines the speed of the calculation. Thus, the
average eﬃciency of the parallel wavelet transform over a time interval can be measured as

ηpWT ∼
=

ŊSAI 

,
max ŊSAT

(17)

where operator (·) denotes time-averaged value.
It should be noted, that while the number of active wavelets represents the cost of the wavelet-transform, the number
of SAG (signiﬁcant + adjacent + ghost) points, which are used for derivatives calculations, is a better measure of the overall
computational time, since, as mentioned in Algorithm 3, the number of SAG points is generally greater than the number
A
S + A +G
of active wavelets: M Sp ,r ⊂ M Sp+
. Thus, a more accurate measure of parallel eﬃciency of the PAWCM can be
,r ⊂ M p ,r
written as

ηp ∼
=

ŊSAGI 

.
max ŊSAGT

(18)

The statistical data for ŊSAGI and ŊSAGT grid points, averaged between processors and time, are given in Fig. 12. Using
these actual data, the theoretical parallel speedup is given by S = np ηp . The theoretical speedup curve is shown in Fig. 13.
Assuming that the base simulation with 128 CPU cores performs at theoretical eﬃciency, the parallel speedup curves for
all-to-all and one-to-one communication showing in Fig. 10 are rescaled and plotted in Fig. 13. This rescaled plot clearly
indicates that PAWCM performs at maximum theoretical eﬃciency up to 512 processes, with slight deterioration of performance for larger number of processes. It is worth pointing out that in the reported theoretical eﬃciency, the cost associated
with parallel communication is not taken into account, i.e. ηp assumes zero wall-time for parallel communication. The increase of the number of the buffer-zone points relative to the number of internal-zone points also has an effect on the total
size of the send-receive buffers that need to be communicated between processes. As it was discussed in Sections 5 and
6, in order to perform parallel wavelet transform in asynchronous manner, the data at the SA points in the buffer-zone of
each process need to be synchronized. The results presented in Fig. 11 demonstrate that with the increase of the number
of processes the ratio ŊSAB /ŊSAI  increases as number of processes increase, which indicates an increase in the total size
of all send-receive buffers, which in turn decreases the communication eﬃciency.
In the current implementation of the asynchronous wavelet-transform algorithm, all ranks have to wait until the communication is complete among all processes. This is true regardless of all-to-all or one-to-one communication algorithm, i.e.
even in one-to-one case, there is barrier at the end of communication. Since the size of the buffer-zone and resulting very
large send-receive buffers cannot be reduced, even more eﬃcient one-to-one communication mechanisms will not be able to
drastically reduce the communication wall-time to have the algorithm performed without deterioration of parallel eﬃciency.
One possible way to further improve the scalability of the PAWCM and to make it work at the theoretical parallel eﬃciency
is to remove the communication barrier by changing the way wavelet transform is performed. In the current asynchronous
algorithm, all ranks should wait for the communication until each rank can start the wavelet transform on its corresponding
A
mask M Sp+
,r ; however, while the communication is executing each rank indeed can perform the wavelet transform on a
S+A
A
subset of points M Sp+
, p that does not require points form M p ,r = p . Furthermore, the data communication can be done in
multiple stages starting from buffer-zone data on the highest level of resolution for the process required for the one stage
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Fig. 11. Statistics of min(ŊSAI ), max(ŊSAI ), ŊSAI  and min(ŊSAT ), max(ŊSAT ), ŊSAT  for PAWCM of CVS at Reλ = 320 and 20483 effective resolution using
dynamic Zoltan hypergraph partitioning. Vertical lines indicate the range encompassing ±1 standard deviations.

Fig. 12. Statistics of min(ŊSAGI ), max(ŊSAGI ), ŊSAGI  and min(ŊSAT ), max(ŊSAGT ), ŊSAGT  for PAWCM of CVS at Reλ = 320 and 20483 effective resolution
using dynamic Zoltan hypergraph partitioning. Vertical lines indicate the range encompassing ±1 standard deviations.

of wavelet transform in one dimension, recursively send and receive data for each direction and level of resolution, while
performing wavelet transform on the subset of internal-zone and/or buffer-zone points that either do not require the use
of buffer-zone points, which are not received yet. The use of such multi-stage scheduling algorithms removes or postpones
the effect of the communication barrier on the wavelet transform, while migration is occurring and would ensure that the
wavelet transform engine is not idle during the migration. Different scheduling strategies are currently under investigation
and will be discussed elsewhere.
11. Conclusions
A parallel adaptive wavelet-based method for simulation of partial differential equations on arbitrary physical space
bounded within a rectangular computational domain without limitation on simply-connected partitioning is presented. The
method is a parallel extension of adaptive wavelet collocation method with no update stage. The data are stored in tree
like structure, which provides a robust data management. An eﬃcient parallel implementation is achieved by developing
an asynchronous parallel wavelet transform, which allows one to perform wavelet transform and derivative calculations
on each process with only one data synchronization at the highest level of resolution. Both static and dynamic domain
partitioning approaches are developed. For the dynamic domain partitioning, trees are considered to be the minimum
quanta of data to be migrated between the processes. This allows fully automated and eﬃcient handling of non-simply
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Fig. 13. Comparison of theoretical and actual parallel speedup for PAWCM of CVS at Reλ = 320 on dynamically adaptive computational grid at effective
resolution of 20483 using dynamic Zoltan hypergraph partitioning with both all-to-all and one-to-one communication methods. The base simulation with
128 CPU cores is assumed to perform at theoretical eﬃciency. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

connected partitioning of a computational domain. Dynamic load balancing is achieved via domain repartitioning during grid
adaptation step and reassigning trees to the appropriate processes to ensure approximately the same number of nodes on
each process. The detailed strong scalability study is reported for PAWCM of Coherent Vortex Simulations of homogeneous
turbulence with linear forcing at Taylor micro-scale Reynolds number of Reλ = 320 on dynamically adaptive computational
grid at effective resolution of 20483 using as many as 2048 CPU cores. Two main mechanisms for saturation of strong
scalability are identiﬁed: the increase of the total number of buffer-zone points and parallel communication. The theoretical
limit of parallel eﬃciency due to additional operations performed in buffer-zone required for asynchronous parallel wavelet
transform is identiﬁed. Possible future improvements of the algorithm that will minimize the communication cost and
eliminate or postpone saturation are discussed.
The successful outcome of a longtime effort to develop a novel parallel adaptive wavelet collocation method for numerical
solution of PDEs has been completed during the course of the current work. Even though the currently developed parallel
algorithm is capable of performing very large scale simulations, we envision that further improvements in the parallel
wavelet-transform algorithm as well as the buffer-zone communication and scheduling strategies can further improve the
eﬃciency of the method.
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